Bone_local

A bone embedded in a concrete stone. **Local area cone beam CT.**
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Bone_local_stone

A bone + a concrete stone + a *Allen* key. Local area cone beam CT.
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Coffee\_bean

A green coffee bean. Cone beam CT. No local area
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Cowboy_head

A cowboy head toy between candies. Local area cone beam CT.
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Candies _local_

Candies with a double $QRM$ bar pattern. Local area cone beam CT.
Slice reconstruction
Candies with a double \textit{QRM} bar pattern. Cone beam CT. No local area.
**Smile_sample**

A customized phantom suggested by Dr. Esther Klann. Cone beam CT. No local area.
Smile_sample_local_lateral

The customized phantom suggested by Dr. Esther Klann. Local area cone beam CT.
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The customized phantom suggested by Dr. Esther Klann. **Local area cone beam CT.**
Smile_sample_full

The customized phantom suggested by Dr. Esther Klann with the addition of metallic parts. Cone beam CT. No local area.
Smile_sample_full_lateral

The customized phantom suggested by Dr. Esther Klann with the addition of metallic parts. Local area cone beam CT.
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